June 18, 2020

Congratulations!

I heartily congratulate all Deans, Directors, HoDs, members of the teaching and non-teaching staff, researchers, students and Jamia alumni on Jamia Millia Islamia’s spectacular performance in NIRF rankings where JMI figures among top ten universities. It has happened for the first time in the history of Jamia Millia Islamia, a multi-faculty university. The achievements owe to its teachers, researchers and students’ profound interest in their classroom transaction, meticulous researches, diligent studies and so on. The credit also goes to each one of you for your individual contribution. I congratulate the IQAC team for its targeted approach in capturing the data about the remarkable achievements of the faculty members.

Nurtured through difficult times, Jamia Millia Islamia holds fast to determination, resilience, and forbearance of its founders. It braves hardships and rides out the crisis and extraordinary situations by virtue of its extraordinary measures, professional devotion, constancy and commitment of its staff members and students. It is amply evidenced by JMI’s scaling yet other new heights. Now reckoned among top ten universities of India with its remarkably improved overall ranking from 19 to 16, JMI can’t rest on the present laurels. It has to make concerted efforts to enhance and improve the perception, gear up and ensure more comprehensive activities and researches, making its approach and data capturing mechanism even smarter and more sophisticated so that it can improve on its current performance. There will be no looking back now, only moving forward and looking to its laurels. That is its mission.

Our proudest moment as it is, it has lifted our spirits, enlivened Jamia campus and brightened our days. Sincere congratulations!

(Professor Najma Akhtar)